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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S, K, S*, and C denote the classes of analytic functions f: f(z) = 
z + C,“= z a,z” which are respectively univalent, close-to-convex, starlike 
(with respect to the origin), and convex in the unit disc E. In [2], 
Janowski introduced the class P[A, B]. For A and B, - 1~ B-e A < 1, a 
function p, analytic in E with p(O) = 1 belongs to the class P[A, B] if p(z) 
is subordinate to ( 1 + Az)/( 1 + Bz). Also, given C and D, - 1 < D < C < 1, 
CCC, D], and S*[C, D] denote the classes of functions of analytic in E 
with f(z) = z + C,“=, a,,~” such that (zf’(z))‘/f’(z) E P[C, D] and 
zf’(z)/f(z) E P[C, D], respectively. For C = 1 and D = - 1, we note that 
C[l, -l]= C and S*[l, -I] =S*. Silvia [6] defined the class K[A, B; 
C, D] as follows: A function f: f(z) = z + C,“= Z u,,zn, analytic in E, is said 
tobeintheclassK[A,B;C,D], -l<BtA<l: -lQD<C<l,ifthere 
exists a gE CCC, D] such that f’(z)/g’(z) E P[A, B]. It is clear that 
K[l, -1; 1, -l]=Kand K[A,B; C,D]cKcS. 
We now define the following: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let cr>O be real and f: f(z)=z+~,“=za,,z” be 
analytic in E. Then f E B, [ A, B; C, D] if, and only if, there exists a function 
ge S*[C, D] such that (zf’(z) f”-‘(z)/g’(z)) E P[A, B], z E E. 
We note that B,[l, - 1; 1, - l] = B(a), a subclass of Bazilevic functions 
defined in [7]. Also B, [A, B; C, D] = K[A, B; C, D]. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let c1> 0 be real and f: f(z) = z + C,“=, a”~” be 
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For A = 1 and B= - 1, we obtain a subclass B,[ 1, - 1, a] = B,(u) of 
Bazilevic functions defined in [7]. In this paper, we give some theorems 
concerning the classes B,[A, B; C, D], B[A, B; a], and K[A, B; C, D]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall need the following extension of Libera’s lemma [3]. 
LEMMA 2.1 [4]. Let N and D be analytic in E, D maps E onto a many- 
sheeted starlike region. N(0) = 0 = D(O), N’(0) = D’(0) = 1, and 
E P[A, B]. 
Then 
LEMMA 2.2. Let pi(z) and p*(z) E P[A, B]. Then, for a, /? any positive 
reals, 
& [apI(Z) + BP*(‘)] ’ P[A’ B1. 
Proox This follows easily from the definition. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f E B,[A, B, a], a a positive integer. Then 
(f(zYzYEPC.4 Bl. 
Proof. Since f E B,[A, B, a], it follows that zf’(z)/f’-‘(z)z’E P[A, B]. 
Now 
zf ‘(z) 4f(zWdz N’(z) 
f’-“(z)z” = d(za)/dz =- D’(z) 
N(z) (f(z))’ EPCA B1 j-c- 
D(z) za ’ ’ 
LEMMA 2.4. Let a and m be any positive integers and f E ,!$*[A, B], 
gES*[C,D], where -l<B<A<l and -l<D<C<l. Then the 
function F defined by 
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K<O, L>O, (2.2) 
and 
L=+ [(m-a/?)(D-B)+cc(D-A)+m(B-C)], 







F(z) = (g(z))” cc+mJ(z) 
zF(z) z%(z) zg’(z) x-=--m- 
F(z) J(z) t?(Z) 
m zg’(z) --- 
@I g(z) . 
(2.5) 
Let 
WI Ul4bJ’(z)-~J(4) -= 
D(z) J(z) 
Then N(0) = 0 = D(0). By a lemma due to Bernardi Cl], D(z) is a 
(m + tl + 1)-valent starlike. Also, 
N'(z) zf'b) EP[A B, 
D'o=fo ' ' 
and this implies that p1 - N(z)/D(z) E P[A, B], by using Lemma 2.1. Now 




=;+p, +J,. (2.6) 
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But it is known [4] that for p E P[A, B], 
l+Ar 
s < Re p(z) 6 -, 
l+Br 
Izl<r<l. 
Using (2.7), the relation (2.6) yields 
ml+Cr 
----. 
1-Br a l+Dr 





l-Ar ml+CrzO +----, 




K= - [mB(D - C) + aD(A -B)] 
L=&[(m-a/ND--B)+a(D-A)+m(B-C)]>O. 





Special Case. When g(z) = z in Lemma 2.4, we have 
and 
zm) -= I;(z) ; {zJ’(z) - mJ(z) )/J(z)) E HA, Bl, 
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(2.7) 
where J(z) is as defined in Lemma 2.4. Hence FE S*[A, B]. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Let ge S*[C, D], he CCC, D], and let H be defined by 
Then HE C[C, D]. 
Proof: 
zH’(;)=z(~~(~) 
= (g(z))“. (h(zHB~ 
so 
1 + z H”(z) = (zH’(z))’ = a d(z) + B zh’(z) 
H’(z) H’(z) g(z) h(z) 
= “P,(Z) + BP&)> PI, PT E PCC, 01, 
where we have used the fact that g E S*[C, D] and h E CCC, D] c 
S* [C, D]. Hence, from Lemma 2.2, we conclude that HE CCC, D]. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We now proceed to prove 
THEOREM 3.1. Let m and o! be any positive integers and f e B,[A, B: 
C, D] and let F be defined as 
(F(z))” =(m I’ <“-‘(f(l))’ d[. 
zm 0 
(3.1) 
Then FE B,[A, B; C, D]. 
Proof: Differentiating (3.1), we have 
zF(z) (m + c1) 
aF1-a(Z)=yG- zmfa(z) - m 5 
’ [“- ifa dc . 
0 
Let ge S*[C, D] such that zf’(z)/” -*(z) g”(z) E P[A, B] and let 
(G(z))“=(~+~) +‘(g([))“d[. 
s zm 0 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Then, from the special case of Lemma 2.4, GE S* [ C, D]. 
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From (3.2) and (3.3), we can write 
ZW) (l/aHz”s”(z) -m j; ~m-!fYt3 4) N(z) 
F’-“(z) G”(z) = 1; g’(l) 4 =D(z)’ 
say. Now, 
N’(z) zf ‘(z) D)(z) =fl - yz) g”(z) EPC‘% BIT 
and so, using Lemma 2.1, we see that 
N(z) S(z) 
D(z) = F’ -LX(~) G”fz) EP[Ay B]- 
Hence FEB,[A, B; C, D]. 
Special Cases. (i) For a = 1, m = 1, we see that f E K[A, B; C, D] and 
F, defined by Libera’s integral operator, also belongs to K[A, B; C, D]. 
(ii) For m = 1, we have FE B,[A, B; C, D], where 
(F(z))” =$ J; (f(O)* di, f~ B,CA, B; C, 01. 
We can also prove 
THEOREM 3.2. Let m and a be any positive integers and let 
f E B,[A, B, a]. Let F be defined by (3.1). Then FE B,[A, B, a]. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let f E B, [A, B, a], CI > 0. Then the function F, defined by 
(FJz))“+~= zS(f(z))” belongs to B, [A, B; CY + p], b 2 0. 
ProoJ: From the definition of F,, we have 
(a + B)z4(z) = /?z”(f(z))” + azqzf’(z)) .f*- l(z), (F1(z))l--(a+fl) 
and therefore, 
zF;lz) (Fl(z))‘-(~+b).Z~+fi =& +a (f(t:,:‘i!.z= 
=A {BP,(z) +aP2(z)l, ~19~2 ~f'C4 Bl. 
= P(Z) E PCA, B), from Lemma 2.2. 
Hence F, EB~[A, B; a+fi]. 
4q128/2-19 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let f E K[A, B; C, D] with respect to h E CCC, D]. Let 
gES*[C, D] andfor cr+/?= 1, 0~01, b< 1, let F be defined as 
F(z)=j-;r+)“($&))“d[. 
Then FE K[A, B; C, D] with respect o H defined by 
Proof Fom Lemma 2.5, HE CCC, D]. Now 
O<a<l. 
Since f E K[A, B; C, D] with respect to HE CCC, D], so 
f’(z)/h’(z) E P[A, B] *flz)/h(z) E P[A, B]. Hence F(z)/H’(z) E P[A, B] 
and FEK[A, B; C, D]. 
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